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4.1 you and samsung may assign the rights and duties set forth in this agreement to one or more third parties who will have a license to use the samsung tv app sdk. samsung reserves the right to terminate this agreement upon the assignment of rights or any other event of default as set forth in the developer terms agreement. these terms will
be binding upon any assignee, whether or not a party to the developer terms agreement and your compliance with the terms of the developer terms agreement will be a condition of any such assignment. 5.1 these sdk terms govern your use of the samsung tv app sdk and the documentation. the terms and conditions governing samsung’s app

system smart tv, and any user agreements with samsung for the use of its app system smart tv with your application shall be governed by separate agreements between you and samsung, and you shall comply with those separate agreements as well as these sdk terms. 6.1 you may not assign the rights and duties set forth in these sdk terms to
any third party without samsung's prior written consent. samsung may assign the rights and duties set forth in these sdk terms to one or more third parties who will have a license to use the samsung tv app sdk. samsung reserves the right to terminate this agreement upon the assignment of rights or any other event of default as set forth in the

developer terms agreement. these terms will be binding upon any assignee, whether or not a party to the developer terms agreement and your compliance with the terms of the developer terms agreement will be a condition of any such assignment.
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termination by samsung. samsung may terminate the licenses granted under these sdk terms at any time for any reason. samsung may also disable or remove from the software any application developed by you under the samsung tv app sdk at any time for any reason. this software, including without limitation the data and other information
contained in the samsung tv app sdk, is licensed to you for use only on existing samsung products. the samsung tv app sdk is provided by samsung "as is" and "as available" without warranty of any kind. samsung expressly disclaims all warranties, whether express, implied or statutory, including but not limited to the implied warranties of

merchantability, fitness for particular purpose, title and non-infringement, nor are there any warranties created by course of dealing, course of performance or trade usage. samsung makes no warranty that (i) the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services will meet your requirements; (ii) the samsung tv app sdk and/or smart
tv services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free; (iii) the results that may be obtained from the use of the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services will be accurate or reliable; (iv) any errors in the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services will be corrected; (v) the samsung tv app sdk and/or

smart tv services will interoperate with any third party software or operate in any particular hardware, software, operating system or environment; (vi) any applications developed using the samsung tv app sdk and/or for the smart tv services will be the same or similar and accurate as intended by you; or (vii) that use of any applications
developed using the samsung tv app sdk and/or for the smart tv services will be permitted under the terms of any third party software or any hosting service. 5ec8ef588b
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